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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

- Nine state
the Kentucky
ire and MeiC .1
3d valued at
rat six months,
report issued
ler, State Di. Proauction.
tory. LaGranwith $137.874
Central State
was second
iroduction inate HospiAl.
Penitentifej,
iestern State
$55.690: EaLexington.
.lage. Greentky Training

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County •

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

United Press

IN OUR ?Olt YEAR

Americans Ordered To Shoot If Governors Put'WHAT'S WEATHER
Rioting In Korea Continues Pressure
Stev' enson,

I.

Be ROBERT BROWN
Failed Press Staff Correspondent
'S INCHON, Korea. Aug. 10 itS Heavily armed U.S. military police
were ordered today to "start shooting if threatening mob of South
Koreans attack their compound on
Wohni-Do Island, well - informed
sources suld.

pound, located on historic WolmiDo Island, shook their fists, shouted and screamed at the Americans
and then retreated. They kept
marching back and forth, shouting
threats.
A well-informed Army officer
said the Koreans realize they da
not stand a chance of getting at
, A high American official said the neutrals if 'the Army really gets
the Aimy was "getting fed up" tough and that if real trouble
after six days of government - in- starts "our men will just have to
spired rioting in which 19 US. start shooting"
ilbf soldiers have been injured in the
Korean efforts to capture Communist meMbers of the Korean truce
*4 supervision learn

fa

Gen. Lyman L Lemnitzer, US.
Far East commander. flew to Korea from Tokyo today with Adm.
Sohn Won II, Republic of, Korea
deferfae mintSter, as tension mounted between the Korean mobs and
American M Ps armed with tear
gas. rifles, bayonets and biuieball
bats
The ROK government has given
the Polish and Czech members of
the neutral nations truce Inspection teams until Saturday to leave
South Korea The ultimatum accused them. of, spying for the
GoMmufititts
Al. ,p
• . the chief deleite of
e" four-nation eateutraf

called a session today to discuss
the ROK ultimatum The Swedish
and Swiss members were not affected
President Syngman Rhee broke
o six day clence and called the
aiits a "normal expression of patriotism" but an aide said the 80year-old Fthee made it clear he
'strongly objected" to any vio!,.nce
1
But Rhee. who could halt the
,iemonstrations wtih a single order.
gave the stormy mobs his implied
support with has reference to "patriotism"
Another 5.000 Koreans were surrounding the U.S. Army's Hialeah
compound in Pusan, South Korea's
other major port, but an Army
epokesman said only about 200 or
?00 were "actually emonstratins"
So far the South Koreans have
attacked US Army compounds in
five Korean cities in an effort to
capture the Communists and the
5ituatinn was approaching the crisis point. The US Army is bound
by the truce agreement to Protect
the inspectors
The mobs, ranging from a handful to 30,000. have been conspicuously anti-American
The Koreans today marched up
to the gate of the Inchon corn-

Seaman To Appear
Before Navy Board
-CHARLESTON. S C, Aug 10

I

1

ari
-Eugene W
handy, who was
denied a naval reserve commission
because his mother was once a
Communist, saes he will gladly
attend a special Navy Inquiry on
his ease.
handy, who sailed as an ablebodied seaman shortly after he
was graduated from the US Merchant Marine Academy. told the
United Press by radio telephone
Tuesday he would "be glad to attend if I'm invited
handy, aboard the tanker West-n Sun off the Florida coast near
J.Icksonville, was asked for comment on an announcement by Navy
Secretar Charles S. Thomas that
a special board of naval officers
has been set up to review his
carte
Thomas sal/ handy would be
invited to appear

WEATHER
REPORT

NEW YORK. Aug. 10 cat
basta con"'
With those words, a little Italian
cobbler from the Bronx, Gino
Prato, rang down the curtain and
retired $32.000 richer today.
They mean: 'That's enough"
Prato, making his fourth appearance on CBS-TV's "The $64.000
Questionir had captured the fancy
of much of the nation by wading
throtigh a series 'of° questions in
the category. "opera." The garitta.
Starengi Italian ,shoemaker had pyramided his winnings te., $32,000

lila° Prato
by doing so. Taesoay
eraio
had the opportunity of doubling
his stake by tacklir.g another question. He decided to bow out.
-My father in Italy sent me a
wire." Prato explained. "It Said
'Fermati dove ti trovi E basta
con' That means: 'Stop wherever
you are. That's enough.'
"Because I take my daddy's advice when I was a small kid. I
take it now"
Prato was presented with his
check for $32,000 and kissed it
amidst heavy .applause from the
studio audience He said he would
tote sonic of the money to visit
his 92-year-old father who lives in
Statale di NP. Italy, a small village near Genoa. He said he had
not seen his father since he left
Italy. 33 years ago
"I will also buy my father a
good hearing aid," said the smiling
Prata after the broadcast. "lie Is
stone deaf"
For the first time in four weeks.
Prato appeared visibly relaxed He
posed with a professional aplomb
for photographers and answered
questions with a happy grin
"I didn't know right up to the
broadcast what I was going to do,"
he said. "1 could have taken another chance, but I gotta obey
him, my father He might take a
shock If I go on.
"I want to see him," Prato add oil
with a shrug
Prato said he and his wife. Caroline, would take off for Italy by
air sometime in early September.
stALK POLIO VACCINE
ALLOTED TO DOCTORS

LOUISVILLE, Aug. 10 fla
State health authorities today made
plans for distribution of
23.154
units of Salk polio vaccine alloted
to Kentucky for use by doctors
in inoculating private patients
Dr. U. Pervtti Kokko, director of
Southwest Kentucky - Partly local health services for the state
cloudy, continued warm and humid Department of Health, said the
with widely scattered thundersho- shipment of vaccine was slated to
wers this afternoon and evening.
arrive here next week.

11164
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Cobbler Says
That's Enough

I.

GOING TO BE? ASK THESE FOLKS:

THESE ILLUSTRATIONS from the Denver, Colo., laboratory of Dr. Irving Krick symbolize a new "industrya'i
which is growing in the U. S.-e-weether forecasting. There are around 15 private weather
forecasting organizations In addition to the V S. government's far-flung system, and Dr. Krick is a pioneer
among them.'
Standard: are set by the American Meteorological society. Aside from forecasting tornadoes,
hurricane
and such, they are able to telisuch people as promoters of events what to expect in the
way of weatherand thus perhaps save them a big investment. And city governments, for instance, may save a
great deal
in snow removal costs by knovdng beforehand that there will be • heavy snow.
(IxternatioomIA
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IMMUNE CONNIE SLOWS TO STANDSTILL
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, August 10, 1955

By TOM NELSON
Railed Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO, Aug. 10 (IP - Democratic governors attending the
47th annual, governors' conference
trekked back and forth between
Adlai E Stevenson s suburban home
today and many put pressure on
him to reveal whether he will
run again for the presidency
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Hammen went to Stevenson's
Libertyville. Ill., farm home on
Tuesday night for dinner an d a
"good long
talk"
The two Democrats declined to
say whether they talkegi about the ,
presidency But Harriman renew,
'
his support for Stevenson in '
and said discussion of whet;
be will P•All htreseLf is '190 iffy" to
talk about.
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lapse of lhat :1111aelase WO IF good
The political sideshow all but

the governors' conference which
got down to business today with
a discussion of highway safety,
road-building. and Congress' failure
to pass President Eisenhower's highway construction program
A highlight of the .session was
Gov. Arthur B Langlie's report on
how his home state of Washington
"declared war" on highway slaughter and saved an estimated 200
lives by rigid law enforcement
But Stevenson and his political
plans were constantly in the background. even though the former
Illinois governor had no official
connection v.oth the conference.
Meanywhileaa,Stevenson's divorced
.wlfe commented tartly that her
husband is a "Hamlet" who "can't
make up his mind" about the
presidency.
Ellen Borden Stevenson.
Mrs
who won ,a divorce while her
husband was governor, told newsmen "He loves to be dramatic, you
know"
She called Stevenson "in lecisive"
and raid "that's why I don't think
he'd make a good president - he
says he's determined tie do one
thing one day and „aft-Other thing
the next "

CAPE HATTERAS. NC., Aug.
10 II? -Hurricane Connie ground
to a near halt 225 miles at sea today and spun around in a giant
circle of 125-mile-an-hour winds.
The slow-down gave coastal residents time to flee inland and roads
were jammed with vehicles.

In the forefront of the governors
who sat down with Steventon was
Averell Harriman of New York.
Stevenson's close personal friend
and the man most widelf named
as his possible opponent at the
Democratic
National Fonvention
-next summer:

'

Atlantic Seaboard Battening
Down For One Of Worst Blows
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Miss Universe Buys
Ticket To Europe

President's
Wife Resting

It was still uncertain just where
the mighty storm, somewhat diminished in power but still
killer, would smack against the
U.S._ mainland .
"Connie is .just spinning around
noel but our, present forecast is
Itet the will head toward Carolina
the begins moving again,"
Miseal Chief Forecaster Gordon
Dunn said. "We are just waiting
_
It put now."
Dunn said Connie's antics approximate almost exactly those of
her 1964 sister, Carol. Carol came
gwo or three days laat August.
glen took oil on a north-nor the
course, brushed by Cape-Hatteeras
and hit New England Aug. 31 with
a punch that killed 08 and caused
500-nu1lion dollars damage.
A huge area from South Carolina to New England was alerted
for the (incoming storm Evacuation was started on an ordesly
Ai Wilmington, NC.ttia Wiewareaeu repo ed offshore wilic6
er
had reacliel steady 45-50 miles per
hour vel
at 12.20 p.m. EDT.
'House - to - house check were
made by N.C. state troopers at
Ho.den's Beach. Long Beach. nipsail Island. Surf City and other
nearby beaches.
lareal authorities issued evacuation orders at Carolina
Beach,
Wrightsville Beach, Kure Beach
and in the Morehead City area.
Police designated churches, the
community center and the boys
brigade club as emergency sheltars in the city of Wilmington.
All police in the danger area
were on standby alert and 24-hour
duty.

town. Mass., were put on store
alert.
a_m weather
The 9
bulletin
spoke of "some evidence that the
'pressure has filled somewhat In
the center of the hurricane.- That
generally means a slightly-weakening effect in intensity.
Connie was moving "slowly and
erratiaally northwestward" early
today at six to seven miles art
hour along a path which would
carry it dangerously close to the
Carolina coast.
Weathermen said tides were running two to four feet above aorand would become "abhor.
y high" over a considerable
of the coast west and north
Connie's present location.
aghtehips just off the Carolina
reported winds of 40 miles
hour, heavy swells and "very
Bough was."
,
.,„A naval officer of a hurricane
*ticking unit at Jacksonville. Ina.,
Connie was at lean as vicious
It the worst hurricanes of 1950.

Mrs. Frost
To Conduct
Workshop

LOUISVILLE, Ky. -The annual
'school of missions and ChrLetian
service of the Methodist MerritAtis
Conference Woman's Society of
HOLLYWOOD. Aug. 10 ir Christian Service will be
Hillevi Ftombin. blonde Swedish
August 15-19 at Larnbuth Co
beauty chosen as Miss Univers,.
Jackson, Tennessee.
Ian month, plans to leave for her
Tie Rev. Dr Charles W. Grant,
By RICHARD E. MOONEY
native land' today for a visit with
pa r of Christ Methodist Church,
l'nited
Staff
Press
Correspondent
tier fiance, 1st Lt. Nils Benker of
emphis. will deliver a series of
----the Royal Swedish Air Force_
GETTYSBURG. Pa., Aug 10 5.1
'messages on "Achieving BrotherNEWBF-RG. Ore.. Aug. 10 te -Mrs Mamie Eisenhower has been
hood Through Christian Beliefit4
Former President Herbert Heaver
The
beauty
contest
winner resting in bed at the Eisenhower
Workshops on various ways of
celebrates his 81st birthday today caused a furor Tuesday when she
farm since the weekend, but a
brotherhood
achieving
will
be
by speaking at ceremonies dr meat- brought a one-way ticket to Europe
presidential aide says she is not
conducted by Mrs. M M Richarding as a national shrine 0
.,e home after completing a one-line role In ill ..
merely tired "
Marine volunteers from Cherry son. Mn. Oscar Crofford. Mrs, C.
Where he spent part of his boy- a movie, but she soon squelched
President Eisenhower disclosed
Point stood by at Atlantic Beach B. Johnston. and Mrs. C. W Dunhood
speculastion that she might give up
Tuesday that Mrs Fasenhower's assisting
in the mass evacuation lap, liferrspena: Mrs. Jack W. Frost,
Mr. Hoover was scheduled to her film work
doctor sent her to bed to rest for
Murray, Ky. Mrs. Tuttle Lockwork.
speak at 6 pan EDT. The 'speech
She explained she was not need- thfee days after an active weekTowering waves crashed over wood, Paducah; and Mrs. George
be rebroadcast over a national
ed by Universal-loternational Stu- end. But the President added that the sea wall at Atlantic Beach W Stephenson, Jr.. Dyersburg.
network it 10.30 p.m. EDT
"she is all right."
Courses and instructors will be
prior • to the high tide at noon,
The home is that of his late un- dio for three weeks and had deThe President made the remark but
,
cided to go home to Sweden for
there had been no property as follows:
cle. Dr
Henry John
Minthorn
to a group of Maryland cattle damage reported.
"The Christian
Mission in a
where Mr. Hoover came as an or- a visit. retunund - Here next month.
eeders, apparently to explain
Wightsville Revolutionary World, "Mrs. Patti
Waves it.tt
off
phan at the age of 10 and lived The studio said she would not appear in another picture immediate- why Mrs Eisenhower was not on Beach were estimated at about Arrington, Jackson. Miss, and
for about five years.
.haradivith him to greet them. The seven feet high at 11 a m.
Miss Rosa May Butler. Nashville:
He arrived from Iowa in 1884 to ly and was free to visit Europe if
group gave the Eisenhowers a reg•
Highest winds were 135 miles an "Indian Americans,- Mill Evelyn
make his home with Dr. Minthorn. she desired.
istered Holstein heifer.
City.
Okla,:
hour--powerful enough to rip up Green, Oklahoma
hie wife Laurea. and their ri.iughLater an aide said flatly: "Mrs. concrete
pavement.
Hurricane "Introduction to Five Spiritual
ters. Dr Minthorn was a aunty
Eisenhower is not ill She is merely warnings crackled from North Ca- Classics." Mrs. H T Tierps, Clarksphysician
tired from a very active weekend. olina to Chesapeake Bay. Coastal ville. Tenn, and Dr Bernard C.
Mr Hoover has recalled that
She had 'lame guests. The doctor residents a, far north as Province
= Russell. Jackson: and "To Combine
when he arrived at his uncle's
told her to get a little rest. You
Our Efforte for Lasting Peace,"
home in the rich fruit -growing
know, it has been very hot up
Miss Louise Robinson, New York
,Williarhette Valley that his aunt
City.
herc.•'
were making
pear
Patients admitted from Friday COO and cousins
Mrs. Eisenhower's health beMrs. W. S. Atkins, Fulton, Kr.
A total of 303 students will rebutter
for
the
winter
supply
in
to Monday 4116.
will be dean of the school.
came the subject of political cona boiler over a fire in the yard. ceive degress at the University of
Mrs Willie .1 Lofton. Route 2.
troversy last spring when Demo• A week-end
meeting for the
The home, which has been re- Kentucky's Summer CommenceGolden Pond, Mrs Cantrell Jones
Wesleyan Service Guild, composed
crats questioned whether her phYstored to its 1884 c'ondition. will ment program to be held Friday
and baby girl, Detter; Mrs James
skirl condition
would keep the
COLUMBUS. Ohio, Aug 10 ItA - of garafuliy employed, women of
become a national shrine 1 irgely night, August 5. at Memorial ColiRoss and baby girl, Route I. Alma;
President from running for reeler- Police held a 19-year-old ex-con- the Memphis Conference, will be
through the work of the Herbert seum in Lexington.
lion Republicans struck back an- vict who confessed to the vicious held August 13 and 14, immediateMiss Patricia Barnes. 1114 Poplar, Hoover Foundation,
Dr. John a Millet. president
headed by Oregrily at the Democrats for bringing hammer-knife slayings of his mo- ly before the sehonl.'
Murray. Mrs
W
Keys Blakley, gon historian
Dr. Burt
Brown d' Miami 'University, Oxford. Ohio.
up the subject Later Mr Eisen- ther and stepfather', for futher
Route I. Murray. Mrs Clyde Turner Baker.
will deliver the commencement
hower told a news conference his questioning today.
and baby boy. College Station,
Secretary id Interior Douglas addrezs. UK Vice President Leo
Murray: Mr. Horace McKenzie, McKay. whose home is in Salem. M. Chamberlain will preside at wife is basically in good health.
The ex-convi_t. Robert Jacob
Mr.- Eisenhower plans to
fly Miller, was arrested Tuesday at
Route 4, Munay, Mrs. L C. Dick will introduce Mr. Hoover at the the ceremony in the absence of
to Washington
back
Thursday Cambridge, Ohio, where he had
and baby girl. Route 1. Almo; Mrs. dedication ceremony.
president H. L. Donovan who is
morning, but Mrs. Eisenhower will stopped
Charlie. Barnes. Route 4. Benton:
at a service station for
traveling in Flurope
stay at the farm.
Mrs Luther Hughes. 507 Olive St.,
University offi.ials reported
fuel and tire repair... At the time
LOUISVILLE, Aug. 10 IP -With
After Friday's cabinet meeting,
Murray; Mr_ D Warren Hardio;
of his arrest, he had four other only 292 scattered
that the summer class includes
precincts unthe Pretident will return to the
Mrs Milburn Outland, 304 S. 15th
officers
whom
h
im
youths with
graduates from 74 Kentucky coonreported in Kentecky's Democratic
or two before leavhitchhikers
their
St., Murray; Mrs Bun Swann, 403
on
identified as
ties, 14 other states and three !'arm for a Say
gubernatorial primary election tog for an extended work-and-play
N. 16th St. Murray; Mrs. Alvis
foreign countries. Fifteen doctorway back from the East Coast.
day. victorious A
vacation in Denver, Colo., probaB "Happy"
to
"went
Miller
Officers said
ates, 149 masters and professional
B. Dunn. US Elm St.. Murray; Mrs.
Chandler held a lead of 17.519
bly o n Sunday.
degrees and 139 bachelors degrees
pieces" during questioning and
Orvate Easley, 711 N Main St.,
It is expected Mrs. Eisenhower
votes
The Murray Junior Chamber of will be awarded.
sobbed out the events that led to
Benton; Mrs. Joe E Emerson, 117
will wait to go to Denver until aftThe rally in the 3.873 reported
Degrees to be ay:ardeal by thelast weekend's murder of his step8. 10th St, Murray; Miss Donna Commerce voted to sponsor the
are or her husband has returned east
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. precincts was 242.965 votes for
Shoemaker, Box 247 College Station, 10th annual bench show and field respective Univeraty
Ito address the American Bar AssoChandler; 225.446 for Combs
a
Murray; Mrs Lois Henson, Route 1. trials of the Kentucky parr Fox as follows: Arts and Sciences. 54:1!ciation in Philadelphia on Aug. 24. Corner Thomas
There was a possibility the unMiller told officers he became
Hunters Association, at the last Agriculture and Home Economics.)
Benton
15, Engineering, 15; Law, 2: Edo "violently angry" during an argu- reported precincts might cut Chanregular meeting
cation, 30; Commerce. 25; Graduate
ment with his mother. Betty, 39, del's final margin slightly, since
This event which is an annual School. 162. The 4College of Pharwhen she objected to one of his a large proportion of them lay in
affair of the association vall- be macy does not graduate students
girl friends He said he began Logan. Breathitt. Floyd and Pike
held this year in Murray on Oct- at the Summer Commencement).
striking her with his fists. When counties, all of which Combs carA preschool clinic will be held his
ober 3-4-5-8 As a rule this event
Included in the list of those
stepfather intervened Miller ried. They could not pogsiWy have
Mr. Will Rowland of Murray will
attracts several hundred entries receiving degrees are Harry Sparks at the Health Center for the began hitting him, police reported. any material effect on the outcome
celebrate his 89th birthday August
entering
children
the
Murray
Scfrom this state and surrounding of the education department of
Miller told
officers he then ig the election, however
22. He is still very active and
'Murray State College who will hool on August 11,• 1955 at 9 am
states.
grabbed a_ hammer asei attacked
works as a carpenter for hi. livparents
All
are urged to bring the couple. When the handle broke,
receive the degree of doctor of
SALK AWARDED
ing.
Highlights cf this event will be education and Mrs Iosetta Steely their child Into the Health Center he ran to the kitchen and
returned
The elderly man has voted in the bench show to be held in Mur- who will receive
the degree of for this examination. This will with another hammer' to complete
WASHINGTON, Aug 10 RP 66 'elections in his life He would ray, the field, trials ,which will master of science in home econo- include the children who will atPresident Eisenhower Tuesday sigthe bludgeoning
have voted in 67 elections but be held in various sections of mics. Mrs_ Steely is married to tend the high- school on 9th Street
Two hammers and two butcher ned a bill awarding Dr Jonas E.
hi• had typhoid fever one year the county and, the big barn dance Mr Will Frank Steely and is the and those who missed the examina- knives, all with bloodstains
were Salk a $2.500 gold medal for his
and was unable to go to the to be hejd sometime during the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett tion for the elementary school on found near
the battered bodies
part in developing the Balk anti polls.
event.
Morris of Murray.
I Tuesday.
the victims.
polio vaccine.

Murray Hospital

pwiil

Harry Sparks And
Mrs. Steely Will
Receive Degrees

1

Youth Confesses To
Slaying Mother And
His Stepfather

Chandler Leading
Combs 17,519 With
Few Precincts Left

Murray Jaycees To
Sponsor Kentucky
Foxhunters Show

Mr. Will Rowland
Voted 66 Elections

Preschool Clinic
To Be Thursday
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISIULD BY LEDGER • TIMIS PUBLISHING COMPANY.
law
Rienisolidation ot tile Murray Ledger, Tits Calloway Tiniest and The
rbaing-Herald. October
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Scout Reservation
On Kentucky Lake
Now 1;:i Operation

aa •

re
.1
The new Boy Scout Reset sation
on Kentucky Lake i• again availa+Sew
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
ble for week-end camping by units ,
of
the
Four
Rivers
Council. The
IFf• reserve fho right So Meet any Advertising. Letters
dig Editor,
two week period of organieed
Ir Public Voice items which In our opinion are not tor the best
summer camping clOsed on July 31.
Materiel of our readers
During this two week period boys
teem
Paducah, Reidland. Lone
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1361
Oak, Union
City. Benton. and
Monroe. Marophia. Tenn : 350 Park Ave., New York: 107 h Michigan
Lynn Grove participated in the
lir*, Mow; SO Bolyston St., Boston.
Cincinnati
full summer program. The Scouts
52 60 464 23,,
St. Louis
camped under canvas, cooked their
Metered at the Podt Office. Murray, Kentucky, foe transmission as
46 51 430 27
own meals, and were under their
_
W L. Pct GB , Pitt9btrairh
42 73 365 35
Secand Claw Matter
own adult leadership. They enjoy...
Yesterd
Br STEVE SNIDER
ay's
ed boating, canoeing, ewimming,
RATES By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c. pee Brooklyn
75 36 676
United
PreSS Sport' Writer
--- meanie, Sae
callow., and adjointng counties, per year $3.00; alai. Milwaukee
hicking, campfires, archery, riflery,
61 50 5.50 14
Brooklyn 3 New York 2. night
NEW YORK an - What's wrong
Basra Olt
and camperaft.
New York
59 54 .522 17
Philadelphia 9 Pittsburgb 1. night math slumpers?
'the staff for the camping period
Philadelphia
58 58 500 19'i
Usually they can't explain it consisted
101waukee 8 St. Louis, 2, night
Chicago
of Dave Thornton, BenWEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1955
57 S8 496 20
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Little League &Babe Ruth League rod8

LITTLE LEAGUE

iji

BABE

Boys in Ages of 9-10-11-12

111`Kno

All Games will be played at the Little League Field
in the City Park

All games will be played at the Babe Ruth
Field in Holland Stadium

SPONSORS
MURRAY MFG. CO.
BANK OF MURRAY_ • • • • ,• • •
BELK-SETTLE
PEOPLES BANK

SPONSORS
Y.B.M.0 — YANKS

LIONS -- CUBS

ROTARY — CARDS

RYAN

RUTH LEAGUE
Boys in ages of 13, 14 and 15

m.[CrREDS

TIGERS
BRAVES
GIANTS
PIRATES

• •

1

SEASON SCHEDULE
1

FIRST HALF

SECOND HALF

Friday, June 10
Cards vs. Yanks
Cubs vs. Reds

Tuesday, July 12
Reds vs. Cubs
Yanks vs. Cards

Tuesday, June 14
Yanks vs. Reds
Cards vs. Cubs

Friday, July 15
Cubs vs. Cards
Reds vs. Yanks

Friday, June 17
Reds vs. Cards
Yanks vs. Cubs

Tuesday, July 19
Cubs vs. Yanks
Cards vs. Reds

Tuesday, June 21
Reds vs. Cubs
Yanks vs. Cards

Friday, July 22
Cards vs. Yanks
Cubs vs. Reds

Friday, June 24
Cubs vs. Cards
Reds vs. Yanks

Tuesday, July 26
Yanks vs. Reds
Cards vs. Cubs

Tuesday, June 28
Cubs vs. Yanks
Cards vs. Reds

Friday, July 29
Reds vs. Cards
Yanks vs. Cubs

Friday, July 1
Cards vs. Yanks
Cubs vs. Reds

Tuesday, August 2
Reds vs. Cubs
Yanks vs. Cards

Tuesday, July 5
Yanks, -vs. Reds
Cards vs. Cubs

Friday, August 5
Csollbs vs. Cards
Reds vs. Yanks

Friday, July 8
Reds vs. Cards
Yanks vs. Cubs

Tuesday, _August
Cubs vs. Yanks
Cards vs. Reds
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SEASON SCHEDULE
FIRST HALF

Manager

ire.

WON 7

LOST 1

Manager

— Players

—

LOST 3

Mondly, June 20
Braves vs. Pirates
Giants vs. Tigers

Thursday, July, 21
Tigers vs. Giants
Pirates vs. Braves

Thursday, June 23
Pirates vs. Tigers
Braves vs. Giants

Monday, July 25
Giants vs. Braves
Tigers vs. Pirates

Monday, June 27
Giants vs. Pirates
Tigers vs. Braves

Thursday, July 28
Braves vs. Tigers
Pirates vs. Giants

Thursday, June 30
Tigers vs. Giants
Pirates vs. Braves

Monday, August 1
Braves vs. Pirates
Giants vs. Tigers

Billy Crouse, Danny Lampkins, Billy Nix, Michael
Jones, James Washer, Jerry Grogan, Danny Steele,
Tripp Drake, Jimmy Ellis, John Hutson, Donald
Danner, Harry Weatherly, Donnie Cohoon, Tommy
Williams, Jerry Morton.

WON 4

LOST 3

Manager

—
Robert Spann, Carl Stout, Dwaine Spenc
er, Johnny
McDougal, Tommy Hurt, Dan Roberts,
Jerry Rose,
Ronald Barlow, Dickie George, Larry Austi
n, Ronnie Moore, Larry Knight, Tommy Good
win,
bers Evans, Donald Lockhart, Tommy Stalls Ro.

LOST 6

Manager

—
Jimmy Shroat, Tommy Young, Danny Key, Joel
Rowland, Robert Nucci,. Jimmy Stalls, Tomm
y
Steele, James Moss, Clifford McConnell,. Don
Overby, Freddie Hendon, Walter Blackburn, Glen
Nucci, Joe Wilkerson, and Ronald Danner.

LOST 8

Manager

WON 5

LOST 3

GIANTS
Al Hewett

— Players —
Dan Pugh, Kenny Wiggins, Harold Hurt,
Glen
Edwards, Paul Lee, Jerry Henry, Jerry Shroa
t,
Dick Hutson, Hugh Massey, Joe Ray, Harry
Sparks, Billy Brandon; Ray Roberts, Jerry Wallace, David Miller, David Sykes, Ronnie Henson.
WON 5

Gene Dunn

— Players —
Nelson Shroat, Gene Roberts, KeKn
ny Farrell,
Stanley Young, Dan Parker, Ronnie Moub
Smith, Bryan Anderson, Robert Vaug ray, Roy
hn, Frank
White, Jimmy Wells, Joe Brewer, Tom
my Carraway, Don Wells, Buddy Farris, Frank
Rickman.

TIGERS
Red Cole

WON 0

Gene Cohoon

WON 2

Thursday, August 4
Pirates vs. Tigers
Braves vs. Giants
Monday, August 8
Giants vs. Pirates
--Tigers- -vs -filravtrs-Thursday, August 11
Tigers vs. Giants
Pirates vs. Braves

PIRATES

— Players

— Players

Billy Kopperud, Donnie Pride, Jimmy Rose, George
Oakley, Wayne Garrison, Nickie Py in, Richard
Workman, Danny Taylor, Louis Greenfield, Milt..
Thurmond, Freddie Faurot, Don Faughn, James
Kerlick, Danny Rowland, Ronnie Edwards.

WON 4

—

Manager

CARDS
Fred Faurot

Monday, July 18
Giants vs. Pirates
Tigers vs. Braves

BRAVES

Robert Young
Players

YANKS
Manager

Thursday, June 16
Braves vs. Tigers
Pirates vs. Giants

Monday, July 11
Braves vs. Pirates
Giants vs. Tigers

— Players -David Buchanan, Jerry Hendon, Sammy Parker,
Robert Lee, Ranly Cooper, Ronnie Roberts, John
Weatherly, Kim Wallis, Tommy Lyons, Hilton
Hughes, Richard Hurt, Lonnie Snow, Donnie Edwards, Red Howe, Jr. and Cary Miller.

Thursday, July 14
Pirates vs. Tigers
Braves vs. Giants

Thursday, July 7
Braves vs. Tigers
Pirates vs_ Gi..ats

REDS

Charles Brooks

Monday; -lime 13
Giants vs. Braves
Tigers vs. Pirates

Monday, July 4
Giants vs. Braves
Tigers vs. Pirates

CUBS

SECOND HALF

LOST 3

Manager

— Players —
Charles Tarry, Tommy Hutchens, Eddi
e Wells,
Jimmy Cook, Wallace Willoughby, Jeff
Corbett,
Buzz Williams, Ted Sykes, Steven Sande
rs, Harold
Moss, Hoyt Wyatt, John Sowell, Mac
Fitts,
on Stubblefield, Bill Young, Steve Foust, VerbDonnie
Henson.
WON 4

This Page Is Sponsored With The Good 'Wishes Of The Following Merchants
and Business Men - - - or.

kt
IE

Chig Carraway's Gulf Stat.on

Murray Manufacturing Co.

Murray Motors, Inc.

Day & Nite Cafe

Western Ky. Stages

Lerman's

Lindsey's Jeweler

Lawrence Motors

Warren Seed Co.
Murray Livestock

Parker Popcorn Co.

Shoemaker Popcorn Co.

Urban G. Starks & Son Hdwe.

Superior Laundry & Cleaners

Parker's Food Market
Calloway Mfg. Co.
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Joe Farmer On.

LOST 4
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Club News

Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 1150-W
his. Ralph Woods
Hostess For Meet
Of Group II CIFF -

II'eddings

ft_eeps'akv

4r.,
‘"sstt/S/ST•r;411:40r

1

CAMERON $200.00
Also $1::
Vvicidieg R,r.9

JEWELRY STORE
113 S. 4th et. Phone- 193-1

MURRAY

19

Waldrop

Show Grounds
611 south
•
Aaispiairs Young Basiness Mena
r

ACTRESS Marilyn Monroe ruffles beard of Clark Plummer, president
of the Bement, 11.1., centennial, as she helps the town and 1,500 perair.., celebrate. She remarked that the bearded men all looked so
ffsternatioaa1/
rnastcrfuL

I

. ,

.

111,

VD .01%.0
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-ll'orneis's Class To
Meet At City Park

Activities

Summer Is Checkup Time

The Young Women's Class•cat the
First Baptist Church.
is. A. G.
Outland is teacher, will meet at
The City Park on Montleay, August
15, at six-thirty o'clock in the

Locals

Mi.ses Linde Lass,ter. Bessie
Harley, Sharon
Hill, Bettyann
Greenfield. and Sue Nesbitt; the
lacuacireie. and•the hostesses.

SOCIAL CALENDAR

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The honoree chose to wear froeti
her trousseau a beautiful light blue
tissue silk dress with blue accessories. Her corsage, gift of the
hostesses. was of white carnations.
Refreshments were served from
the beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered witti a gorgeous arrangement of white chrysanthemums.
Wedding bells were used at ventage points throughout the house
in keeping with the br:dal theme.
Those present and sending gifts
were Mesdames Flarene Lassiter,
Jewel Bailey, Virgil Blankenship,
M. M. Hampton, Mary Turnbcnv,
James
Foster, Norton
Foster,
August W:Iscn. J. Robert Taylor,
Ed NeMitt, Adolphus Myers, Hugh
Foster, Elizabeth Hill. Notre Milr, Calvin Rey, Otice Greenfield,
Tommy Parker. Commodore Jones.
:Cosa Orr. Bill Milstead. Talbert
itory. Paul Dailey, Vernon Nance,
harles
Burkeen. and
Hollon

•--•••,*-4--

i

Furches

-

One of the firA in a series of
lovely events complimenting Miss
Bettie Tane Limiter, bride-elect cif
Mr Kerney Leen Bailey, was the
-"
shower held rriday evening. August 5.
Mrs. L. J. Hill and Mrs. Rubye
Etiocum were the hoste.
,
.ses for the
bridal occasion held at the Hill
home in Hazel.

The chairman. Mrs. Woods. conducted the business ,session and
scrced delicious refreshments to
one
the twelve members and
preser.t.

A 7--

..... i f

Shower Held Friday
At The Hill Home
For Miss Lassiter

MARILYN HELPS AT CENTENNIAL

Group 11 of the Christian WOFirst
men's fellowship of the
Chlistian -Chu;e1 held It; meeting
in the home of Mrs. Ralph Weeds
on Tuesday af-ernoan, AuguA 2.
Mrs H: C. W0000ricige gave an
interesting talk on the subject.
-The First Arnerisan." The. devotion. from Psalms 24 was given by
Mrs. Rupert Parks.

FRIDAY
AUGUST

.• . •

MenriiLMyrtle
g.
J. Wall will be
the guestdevotional speaker and
each member is urged to attend.
The sapper will be furnished by
one of the local drive-ins and ear-h
member is to take her react-, .;
hen with her group captaiii
• • • •
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
Eggs make a wholesome and
satisfying main dish for supper or
lunch. Mrs, •Pearl' .Haak, specialist
In foods at the University of Kentucky. suggests this tasty, chilled
egg loaf, to be made early in the
day.
s Congealed Egg. Loaf
6 hard cooked eggs
1 T gelatin
14 c cold water
14 c boiling water
34 c mayonnaise
2 T lemon juice
1 2 t salt
1 drop tobasco sauce
14 c chopped parsley
14 c green pepper chopped
Hard-cool eggs by placing than
in cold water, cover and bring
to borttng - point-Redlice- -treat to
keep water below simmering temperature fur 6 minutes. Cool promptly in cotd• water to make shells
easier to remove.
Add cold water to gelatin to
soften it. then add boiling water
Cool. Add mayonnaise, lemon juice,
salt, tobasco sauce and grated
onion. Chill to syrupy stage. Separate egg yolks from whites.
Force yolks through a sieve and
place In oiled pan OT individual
molds. Add half the gelatin mixture. then , green pepper arid par!ley. Cover with finely chopped
egg whites and remaining gelatin
mixture. -Ctritl-• until- set.
-

FOOTBALL HERO
ELROY
"Crazy Legs"
HIRSCH

- Summer months are ideal for making home repairs. Don't overlook
masonry surfaces. They need as much attention as other exterior
surfaces even though deterioration may not be as apparent Check
foundations, porch floors, outdoor fireplaces, and other masonry.
New rubberized masonry finishes are easy to apply, offer lasting
protection and are aiailable in many 'colors,

uith
41*.
BARBARA HALE #
CHESTER MORRIS

Have You ReP.d Today's Classifieds

la

I

Iced Tea—Ideal "IshirA Quencher

Mrs. John T. Irvari w:11 be hasletTtrarsday. Miguel II
Tne Wesleyan C.:r_le of the ses and Mrs N. B. Ella& will be
WSCS of
Firer Iteebedigl‘ Program leader.
• • • •
Church w..I meet in the social
The Woodrnen Circle Grove 1:36
hall of the educational bulld.ng
seven-thirty o'clock Mrs. Bobby will hold the annual picnic and
Mrs. James Lassiter. and potluck supper at the City Park
.
as. six-thirty o'clock.

•

•

Aliis -41(

•
• • • •
Major Family Here I '
The F:ve Point Mission Circle
To !Visit lother
wiJ. meet at the Mission at thit-e!
Mrs. W." S. Major and _ektu&httr,
in Murray Tuesday
for a visit with their mother and
grandmcgter. Mrs Wallace Mc-

otlock.

=ler.. arrived

•

Monday. August 15

Rapt s' Churcn will meet
Saw _are from Pittsburgh, the
at she City Park at six-thirty
Bob Major. wit. visit o'clock Please make reservat.
tne latter part ofAugust He w:tri group est:darns
• • • •
r aw visiting in Oregen and
n -state Frier. dare he
will g‘, to Cali-forma fu: a vis.•.
ts before corn.rig u.
-•

loporodvic"'" s.osci at$43%

later
Pa

Personals

M.
Maw:, MaKeel of
who has beer. here this summer
dotal( graduate work at Murrz,,
State College. returned home FT day. She was ac..-orripanied by •.•
600 PEOPLE 600 *CONLEY *
aunt. Mrs Vera Walston, who ar,.1
ileistme
ISO ANEMIC STARS ass.4
rem• at,
spend her vacation in Detroit
• WILD ANIMALS
Mr and Mrs Ruble Rogers .4
*LA FORMS *
IS -ELEPHANTS -IS
— Carspos• of
Detro.t. lifighgan is visiting -.a:1h
SHOW STARTS AT /Ai
Tr•••z•
is. Fi
Mrs. Monaco Waldrop. mother .4
SMO • SEATS - SIM
S41,-10,000101YESTED * LOLITA * TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY Mrs. Rogers and other relatvei
in the county for ten days.
• • • •
- •
"DARK CITY"
Mr. arid Mrs. N. T Adams of
"Valirenle" atarrinz Elizabeth Scott
*ICE RAILT 2
rifetn-pliTs. Tern. is visiting
• BACK TO PRE-WAR PRICES•
and Charlton Hester
Calie Jones orVAiest Main Stre• •
ADULTS $1.18,- CHILDREN 55c
•
•
0,
•
TICKETS PLUS TAA
THURSDAY & FRIDAY • Clift‘m Bros n has returned to
Resersed
Grand
Stand
chairs and general admission tick• "CHIEF CRAZY HORSE" his home near Asheville. N. C
alter t three weeks visit w.di
els am sale tire us day only at
with Victor Mature and
relat.ves and friend.,
;scent. Drug More. eon%) no phone
• • • •
Susan Ball
rails please.
Mr and Mrs. W W Mg and daughter. Anna Lois. of re
event laid week with his nu,
Mrs Billie McKeel. and Pus s'
Mrs Goldia McKeel Curd.
l)ercsperts can put your
• • • •
c, into excellent
Mrs. LCO Stalks of St. L
E
rder
restoicwho has been wah , her psi
its so, h-raring prec:Mr . and Mrs Seaman
An.
. ri F..-tirTiatei without
since Mrs, Askew returned
Memphis where she had an 0',
It
tion on her eYes. returned to
LOCK-Wleg CRAFTtiMaa 1,0 'Inc
home Sunday
HasT JOIto,AT LONEeT
OsT•
• • • •
Jimmie Shroat lea Monday '
Detroit to visa h,s sisters.
202 S 6th
Berry Bldg.
Ann 'uoat and Mrs Clatus
and falr..1.

NIurrav
Drive-In

T"!,

oki
ammon

the gang s ai. Lere — full
TIf of pangs of hunger. whip up one
of those popular big super-duper
sandwiches frequently referred to
as grinders, heros or wedges —
depending on what part of the
country you come from They re
made with a large or small crunchy
loaf of French or Italian bread, and
filled with slices of tomato, ham.
cheese. salami. lettuce and sometimes even potato salad If that
doesn't fill them up. nothing will.
1 And, to quench the thirst — what
could be better, less expensive and
satisfying than • big, tall glass of
Iced tea Rut be sure to make it
right' There's nothing quite so dis•
appointiag as weak tea-colored
water pretending to be Iced tea!
A good rule of thumb to heap In
mind is that iced tea requires i;1)%
more tea than hot tea For example.
.4 cups of hot tea require 1 tea bags,

require
at...
,• X; liAses of iced t
6 tea bags. Although a teapot
always nialcee the best tea, you can
improvise if you dent have one
large cnoemn to make a big pitcherful Here's how — just *bring 2
quarts of cold water to a full rolling boll in a saucepan. Remove
from heat and leimedinfely,add 5
level tablespoons tea tor 15 tea
bags). Blew. unotwered 4 minutes.
Stir and strain. Serve in ice-filled
glasses with lemon and sugar —
and if you like, a sprig of mint for
added glamor and appetite appeal.
To drink a glass of refreshing
iced tea Is like walking Into an airconditioned movie or restaurant
You feel relieved of the heat.
relaxed and revived all at once. So •
drink plenty of it — especially on /
sweltering hot days when your body
needs plenty of liquid.
-

I

first;choice!

WOOL.
FLANNEL

New Dressing For Salads

29.50

Precision Workmanship

Imagine! Imported wools at this:
lbw price! Slip on the coat, step In
front of our mirror. See a riew
kind of easy, slimming fit =it's
'our own ''Favortex" tailoring!
(
Popular 2-button, center verlds,'
model; charcoal tones in gray;
.,
brown, blue, medium, light gray;
.4 to 46, reg., shorts, longs1.7

MURRAY JEWELER

I vaish to express my personal thanks to everyone
for the support and encouragement given me in the past
election.

is hoped that I may have the whole-hearted support of everyone concerned, during my term in office. _
It

Sincerely

Bob McCuiston

An Italian dressing that is excellent on vegc.......e salads has just
been introduced by a leading food manufactuter. '
You'll find it the perfect choice to flavor tossed salads of greens,
cucumbers and tomatoes and any tossed salads of your choosing. This
specialty-type dressing gives a gourmet flavor to other ‘egetable
salads, ton.
, Made with oil and vinegar, and seasoned expertly with garlic, lemon
.uice,
j
onion and pimento, Italian dressing IS a wonderful new addition
to your favorite commercial dressings. Sold in an 8-oz. size, it COme/
packaged an a colorful Italian motif of red, white and toren.
. ,
/ -, Yegrtable- Salad Bowl
/lead lett-re
, Scored, unpeeled cucuri•b_r
Curly endive
Thinly sliced carriits
.recsress
'
Wl'
altiec
Thinly sliced radishes
Italian dressing
Tear lettuce and endive into bite-size pieces into a salad bowl. Place
carrot, radish anal rucumfu 1' slices in groups on the salad greens.
Garnish with sliercass. Tun with dreSsine.

ADD LIFE TO YOUR SUITOdci
contrasting imported wool tiodui,
3-pc. ensemble,'
$39.50

BELK TARGET VALUES ARE TOP
VALUES!
WATCH POI THIM—TOU'LL_SIVEI

Belk-Settle Co.
Murray,

Kentuch
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WIN TURN 'EM, BACK 'EM, PARK 'EM TITLES
"4.
•

FOR SALE: ONE

FOR SALE

En,ocK wirsT
College, 6 raorn brick horne,
basement, good furnace. This
tearne is modern and the price
has been reduced. This proper
ty
is being sold for a division. Murray Land Company. W. C. Hayes,
Mgr Phone 1062, home 547-J.
Al1C
of

FOR RENT

I World Peace
Helped By
Agiriculture

would pave the way for the first
major display a 'American
products behind the Iron Curtain..
FOR RENT:- IF YOU WANT TO
rent a waihing machine for 30
Warns Against Stant.
! Neuburger warned against
days, call M. G. Richardson, phone
viewing the project as a 'prop
74.
AlOC
aganda
stunt or as a means of
showing
the Russians how superior
we are.
FOR RENT 3 ROOMS & ZATH,
"It would be a mistake to
show
half mile from College or.
IL
ants, merit's. silver fish. MotiQu
off." he said. The people
iIpsi
Champions, from left: Otto J. Rado, Akron
of Rus. FOR SALE: APARTMENT SIZE roaches, and chinos* elm trees. Grove Rd. Call Edgar
, straight trucks; Paul ft. Taylor, Cincinnati, tracto
Morris,
sia won't judge us by our materi
r single
axle
traile
r;
Everet
t
r_
Kirby
1380
By
ROBE
al
, Akron, tractor tandem axle trailer; Earl
RT SHORTAL
' electric range.
Like new. Four Kelly Extentuinator and Pest ConAl2P
Thompson, Cleveland, truck
-M
wealth, but by our attitude
and four - wheeler. Sado, Taylor and Kirby
totted Press Financial Writer
toward
burners, full oven. 1011 Farmer trol Kelly Produce Co. Phone 441
will represent Ohio In National Roadeo_ln
Washington.
- Kieft YOTIK r --- A top eleOr them as huntan beings.
Ave. or phone 829 after 5.00 p.m.
"at
t
--•••••••
A.LIC
"We'd do more harm displa
in foreign trade said today
ying export market behind the Iron
the a
AlOP
2,
gold-p
210
lated
to
cadill
225
Cuitai
II
ac
n." he added
3 17.00: 180 to
United Etates can strike a blow for
than a simple
tractor they could utilize
190 lbs 16.00 to 16.25; 150 to
world peace by helping Eussia
on their
180
im. FOR SALE.
"We wouldn't have /4o compe
A NICE SMALL I rot FREE: iDC SLACK PUP- HELP WANTED SHARE CROPi prove
farms
lbs
."
14.25
to 15.75; 120 to 140 lbs
te
agricultural production.
pies. Both
genders These
with Russian industry," he added
are per wanted. 4.1 acres of tobacco
•
4 modern house on 1.2 acres of land.
12.50
'Neube
to
rger's
14.25; sows 400 lbs down
,
plan calls for top
"It is usually hungry people
genuine simulated
and Ameri
Heinz, ideal or can furnish 5.6 acres of tobacco,
13.75 to 15.25; heavier saws 11
can companies in the fields "but we could fill in the gaps in
One mile west of city limits on
25
for a pet. See Howard Nichols, 15 to 20 acres of . corn, good 5 room have-not nations that start wars,"
their
produc
tion.
of
farm implements and machi
to 12.75; boars 7.00 to 11.50.
said Gottfried Neuburger, an
Highway 121 At a bargain. Mur- 704 Olive.
nofAI1P house and good barn, prefer young
ery, irrigation, soil conser
Cattle 5.200 Calves 1.500. Steady
ficial of a firm
,ray Land Company. W. C. Hays
vati:n
Neuburger estimated there's
that sponsors
man w.n truck driving experience.
ST LOUIS NATIONAL STOC
a
and other facets of the
K- on all classes. • Pf:1 load
international trade fairs and
jtanager. Home phone 547-J,
overall multi - million dollar marke
h.gh
Phone 023-M4 or 1000, J. T. TayexpoOrYARQ!;Y
'or
t
e....AP
- Livestock:
agricultural picture setting up
choice to prime mixed yearli
sitions.
Vice 1062.
ma- American farm equipment of all
ngs
ADC ernratottli
r:v1TELOPLIS, EN- lor, Murray, Ky.
Hags 2,500.
AVIC
Active.
jor displays in Moi..row.
Genera
s,
lly
"If
23.50;
peopl
next price 22.75; few sales
e are satisfied." he said
kinds behind the Iron Curtain.
'elopes op to 10 a II Brown
steady to strong on 180 Nos
"The
up.
170
exposi
tion
good
in
an interview,.."they won't want
and choice steers and heifers
would include
asap anvotopes of arty
lbs and Oman needy; sows
ilz• If
areas where.-tha nompa
._ German - boin business
to go to war"
.
steady 12-30 to 22.25---iatility ---and---cofriFOR SALE.A C.,CTOTI UP RIGH
ietnale Help Wanted
ntes neutd .131.6
twed
T -ou
clasp envelopes tall
to 25 cents lower. Bulk No
demon
1
strat
and
mercial cows 13.50 to 12.50;
piano will sell for $35.00 See: it
e methods of improving man, woo came to this
The 48-year old executive
'
cannkrs
the Cadger and Times carve eh.
country in 3 in mixed lots
re200 to 240 lbs and cutters
crop yields or irrigating
Jerry Allem Seneing, 202 South
cently urged the Soviet Union
1.00 to 10.50: utility
the soil," 1927. noted. that at
upfJ
departmet
to
16.50 to 16.85; largely 1075;
WANTED: LADY TO STAY IN
presen
Perfeet
t
the
tor
he
added. _
with and comnierci..1 bulls 12.00
iftli St , Murray; Ey. Phone 1621. walin
permit a
U.S. trade exposition
to 14100;
g
larger percentage of weight
Russians are intensely intere
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ential
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Approval
Edwin Greenfield. Rt. 3 Murray. held in Moscow next
summer.
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That plan is said to be under
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men have expressed keen
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Soviet delegation touring farm
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"serious consideration" by Russ,
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te works.
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FOR sAiit FIVE ROOM nou
n
on North 4th St. Nice with 2
porches. good lot, cheap. this is a
business lot. Murray Land Cornsmny, W. C. Hays, Mgr. Orice
Phone 1062, home phone 547-J.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
SARA moved to un dick her own
door.

;Helen McCloy.,

16-1or,

Sara

ellIrkftlealed
Mile It4 mat. Gerry and the Indian
didn t
"Please an dow,, Sherry" see
e•it take the ruby out of the
"No, I thank you." He locked box
and
put
it on, out Sallust did.
Judith, following her, sat priml
y older, move tired and anxious than My typewriter nas
a taz that gives
on the settee.
she lied ever seen inn. "I got
ray name ano address
Sallust
The paeudo-Gerry, lounged In an your telephone ftleflallje 1 tiled to mufti
nave read it.- She rote. "1
reach you by telephone but there
armchair, glass in hand, lookin
must go to the police about Salg
was so answer. That worried me
as much at home as if
had come
lust I think he murdered Moxon.
31
so I came directly nere What has
to stay for a week-end.
Don't you"'
been happening ?"
Sara
looked
'I think It very likely, out
at
her
watch.
. 'A great della sumo--4•;i-fate"Thirty ramose's"
ttilrev are von going to iove
---- plione
d." Sara told turn *Mon the 1,1%•''
-What do you mean'!" deman
The pollee will say, 'are Tog
d- elevator
and
the
voices
oil Judith.
,
s
,
i
u
c the man in the western bat
*
"Sure
ly
you
can
identi
"I was in that elevator about 30
ty the
Minuet? are you sure you
voice it you hear it
minutes. I
WO"not
was
Dana years
reached your aunts nouse. once in
Whether you realize
audible. I'm not really sure whethIt or not, Judith. I think you
ON MESE NOT days in the Capitol, the
the Automat and If.Ce 111 the
saved
drone from the Senate pr Linly
meth or a woman."
Is a good sleep Inducer. Anymy reason I'd like to say thank er it wat.
how, 8-month-old Holly Ann Stinge
street' It took you a ong time to
r of New Haven, Corn, has
"ta
there anyone you suspect!" remem
no trouble clocking a
you. out I can t find the
chdEk
room
while
ber
these
nap In tha
paren
thing..'"
ts s:t in gallery to see end hear
right
'Ther
what
e
were
the
senators are up to.
elve people who
words."
-You mean they won't believe
(Ditensotecinafi
knew
I
was
atraio
NAN
of that eleva- me?" cried Sara.
CY
"Don't you think you owe Gerry
•way
tor: The real Gerry, the unpostor.
An apology?" said Judith with
He NW. -This ousiness about
as- Judit
h, Capt. Sanders and Sallust. Gerry Hone
perity.
Your story of Ina clisit
"You really do, Sara." The And that brings me to the rea- appearanae Was SO ttlet111
ii
11 that We
Bre/-SW.
son I telephoned you. Last night
,
t-r /42.
1
I
pseudo-Gerry looked at her
I
all
accep
ted it at fort-your aunt,
m- I thoug
t
ht Sanuat's (ace was fa- Miss Creel.
ule
proachfulty. "Lord, you dragg
Santin
i and L Later,
ed mIllsir but
1
1
0
I couldn't plane it Now when a man appea
everyone I know t.to It-my
I
red in flone'l
part- I've remem
bered. He was in the apartment. claim
ner, my cousin, my cleaning
ing ..o be lions,
wom- crowd
when
Moxon
died, only rJacp and you said ne was an
an. my secretary, my landlady,
impostor,
the
polka. And you still weren't sotto- he was wearing a oroad-riniMen, we were gill on your side.
Hut
western nat that shadowed nis
fled."
• Clive nesitated. 'My deal
face, and speaking with
"Yet everything you did
southchild,
p
don't you think its gone tar
just
proved all the more that he was western drawl He gave s raise enoligh? Mra Harrison clinch
ed
Gerry." put in Judith. fiercely pro- name and address to the police it rhe man is Gerry Hone.
Ana.
tective. "You will admit it now, there.
after all that the police see not go"He must nave Deen wearing the ing
won't you?"
to believe a word you say
Sara drew strength from ner broad-rimmed hat before the acci- against Sallust."
dent
occurr
ed.
How
did
he
khOW
knowledge of the real Gerry. How
"You say that? You, who de
could Judith mistake this weak he would wish to alter tue :fusel fended me against Judith rust
W/Aiffe /
appearance, unless he knew Menton now'
carbon copy for the real Gerry
,
'
/
"Just • minute, Judith ." Sara was going to die? How eouid that
'I'll defend you against anyone
11
1
be unless he planned tO kill Maxon who
was angry. -Gecry did diaapo
says you're unbalanced, but
ear himself" And
why didn't ne say
and ne's not here now. Have
wile that man with Judith
you on• word about
MS seeing Stoxon just now Gel ry Hone?
forgotten the three little
"
moles die when Aunt Caroli
ne
told
him
that make a rough triangle
'Sr ne !aye. I Know nes lying."
w •••
,
.-wow/
on his about Moxon
1.111 by wed Pomo*-•0
s death later that
1•••1•.6 ••••
right cheek
"It
ni were an impostor, he
ThLs man nas no
ABBIE an' SLATS
Another thing: would have given himsel
moles on either cheek There's only same evening?
f away by
How did Sallust happen to oe at this time.
one explanation -you're In
That sort of masquerade
the con- Aunt Caroline* that
evening when is like walking on eggs Even
spiracy with this impostor
I DID, LOOK CAREFULLY -DON'T
if an
Who's 1 was wearing
'
4 FRANKLY-- -NO,
the ruby? Did tie Impostor is among people
taking Gerry's place."
You PERCEIVE A SERIOUS GAP
who
AND DID yOu (GASP) SAY you'RE
invite
himse
ig?"
-Moles?" For the first
hardly know the man whose place
PAR. GOOSEBERRY:
ti THIS COLLECTION
time She
UNVEI
LING
ANOT
Clive
frown
HER
'?
ed.
PICT
"Let
URE
,.
me ace. .
he's taking, ne slips sooner or
Impostor was startled His finger.
..4 He telephoned me
OF
YOUR
SELF
,
juin
as
I was later. Among old friends of Gerry
tips flew to his right cheek
.
dressing. Ile said fus was at
GOOSE BERRY
A buzzing like the hum
a Hone a, as thus man nas been the
of an loose end that @yent
as and asked mat 24 tours, it wOuld be
angry insect cut Man short.
Noe's
.
me to dine with MM. I told ,him sible
"You nave visitors?" Judi
to sustain Such a fraud tor
th I was already ergag
ed for dinner so long It's absurd to say that
rose "Gerry Hone never
all
had a with Mrs. Larch
. Then ne asked if these people who knew
mole In his life, as you very
Hone so
well he might drop it
after dinner.
know"
well are mistaken white you are
told him I thought Mrs. Larch the only
"Let It ride, Judith," 'said
one who sees the truth
the would be delighted."
You've ertmitted that, even,in
young man.
the
"Just as I thought!" cried Sara six menth
"Why?
e you knew rum5 von
I think she's unbal"He must nave known that you saw
anced"
nun only nail a dozen times
and I go to Aunt Caroltne'• for usuall
y in the evening in • dinn
"Unbalanced?"
bridge every Thursday. So, when light. And
At sound of a new mire,
you a girl who wear,
all he failed to get the
ruby from me glares!"
three turned toward tile door
quit on thel street, he called
you and
'They're new glasse•.• ineisteu
stood ajar. Dickson dive
came wangled an invitetion
to Aunt Sara, stoutly. "I got them
Into the room. "I didn't
On!:
mean to Caroline's, believing
I
would
three
go
eavesdrop, but ..." Ftis glance
days ago and I see more
re- there as usual"
Clearly with them than ever beproved Judith. "Your voice
was
"But how did he Know you had fore"
rather ie•:.I."
the ruby? And how did he know
LIV ABNER
"What of It? You're still a gir.
"Oh, Mr. Clive." Sara was
so you were the Sara tiacre I
may who Knew Rant slightly while al:
relieved to see ill face she truste
•
-sv
d have
menti
oned
as
Caroline's these others knew him well."
that tears stood tn her
eyes.
niece?"
Bars molted at rum netpieteely
Clive was still looking at
fu" WANTS
Judith.
ribows on table, forehead "What would
"1 wouldn't use the word 'unbal
AWRIGH
you do. if you wert
ME TO DO
- propped against one hand,
Al-I'LL DC -1.NYSari I ?"
• azwed' too carelessly
AH'LL DO IT-If I were concentrated flee
whole mind cal
THING T'GIT
"Accept Gerry Hone tor what he
you."
BUT, IT 111
Sallust and just as it she were Con- in-the
real Gerry. Then the pollct
( HER MARRIED"I'm not using tbe word carele
ss- centrating the sun's rays with
r,
CON FOOZ NI!
a will listen more sympathetically tc
ly," Judith's voice cracked
ANYTHING!!
like a magnifying glass above a scrap
WHY?
of ihe story about Sollust."
whip. "I'm using it delibe
rately. paper-light came.
Sara laughed aloud. 'You want
Sara Dacre is the most
pitiful
"Sallust was at the Automat me to
lie so that people will believe
neurotic I have ever met_
Her after the accident I remem
ber I'm telling the truth"
latest hallucination is that an
Un- now. A man who stared at
His
me.
eyes narrowed. "Sara, are'
A
seen, unidentified Man locked her
man without • hat. Of course he you
still convinced in your owr
In the elevator this evening, knowvionld get rid ot that western hat mind
that It would be a lie."
'Mg she WWI a elauatrophobe, and
immediately, 'Mr. Patterson
"Yea."
of
threatened to kill ner. I've had
Berkeley, California.' must disapi enough of,her delusisns. I'm gopear and Dr. Sallust must take his iseS
dar *masted. She had prom.
Ana. Are you coming with me,
place, because Mr. Patterson' was
ro tell anyone, but she
Gerry?"
identified with ktoxon's death and
neede
melp now and Dickson Ciiv•
I
The man looked at Sara help- Or, Sallus
t wasn't I suppose ne was almos
t like a blood relative,
i tossly.
Wee you later," he said, bought anoth
er hat soon after- Caroline s oldest
friend with roots
'and followed Judith through the ward,
hut there wasn't time for deep
In the rich earth of her pasL
tit.? befere
•door.
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Club News

.. Women's Page
Mrs. Ralph Woods
lleet
Ifostess
Of Group II CIIT

The Young Watnen's Class of the
First Baptist Church, Mrs. A. G.
Outland is leacher, will meet at
the City Perk on Monsin.Y. August
15, at stx-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall will be
the guest devotional speaker and
each member is urged to attend.
The sapper will be furnished by
one of the local drive-ins and each
member is to take her " ieservaOne of the first in a series of lion with her group captain.
• • • •
lovely events complimenting Mies
RECIPE OF THS MEWL
Bettie Jane Lassiter, bride.elact of
Eggs make' a wholesome and
Mr. Kerney Leon Bailey. was the
Shower held rriday evening. Au- satisfying main dish for supper or
gust 5.
lunch. Mrs. Pearl Raak, specialist
Mrs. L J. Hill and Mrs. Rubye In foods at the University of KenEtaucum were the hostesses for the tucky, suggests this tasty, chilled
bridal occasion held at the Hill egg loaf, to be made early in the
home in Hazel.
day.
Congealed Egg Loaf
ThilliAjonoree those to wear from
6 hard cooked eggs
her trAsseau a beautiful light blue
1 T gelatin
tissue silk dress with blue acces1 4 c cold water
sories. Her corsage, gift of the
1 4 c boiling water
"aostes.ses. was of white carnations.
3 4 c mayonnaise
Refreshments were served from
2 T lemon juice
the beautifully appointed table
1 2 t salt
overlaid with a white cloth and
1 drop tobasco sauce
centered with a gorgeous arrange1 4 c chopped parsley
ment Of white ctirysanthernuens.
1 4 c green pepper chopped
Wedding bells were used at vanHard-cook eggs by placing ttam
tage points throughout the house
In keeping with the br:dal theme. in cold water, cover and bring
to boiling point. Reduce heat to
Those presenl. and sending •
p- ;sitter below sunmering temwere Mesdames Florene Lassiter, ltee
Jewel Bailey. Virgil Blankenship, perature for 6 minutes. Cool promM. M Hampton. Mary Turn, ptly in coid• water to make shells
James. Foster, Norton
Foster, easier to remove.
August Wilson. 3. Robert Taylor, Add cold water to gelatin • to
Ed Neaiaitt, Adopting Myers, Hugh salted it, then add boding water
Foster, Elizabeth Hill, Note Mil- Cool. Add mayonnaise, lemon juice,
hr. Calvin 'Key. Once Givenfield, salt. tobasco sauce and grated
Tornrny Parker. Commodore Jones. onion. Chill to syrupy stage. SeRosa Orr. Bill Milstead, Talbert parate egg yolks from whites.
Moly. Paul Dailey. Vernon Nance. Force yolks through a sieve and
Charles
Burkern. and
Hollon place in oiled pan or individual
Jones.
molds. Add half the gelatin mixMoses',Linda Lassiter, Bessie ture, then green pepper and PA.Bailey. Sharon
Hill, Bettyann ?ley. Cover with finely chopped
Greerlaeld. and Sue Nesbitt; the egg whites and remaining gelatin
honoree and the heateases.
, mature. Chill until set.

1.1"eddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor . . . Phone 694-M-4 or 1150-W

- The chairman, Mrs. Wooda condneted the business Session and
served delicious :efreshmer.ts to
grit
the twelve members and
' visitor present:
••••••••

•.••••
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0-174 N 3

CAMERON $200.00
Alto
ic 7
Wedding R,ng

Furches
JEWELRY

STORE

113 S 4th et. nun( 19.1-i

MURRA-Y
FRIDAY
AUGUST
9

•

Waldrop

Show Grounds
Highway 641 South
Amapa-es Young Rataneaa Mena
'ub

ACTRESS Marilyn Monroe rutioa 1,eard of Clark Plummer, president
of the Bemer.t, Ill.. centennial, as she helps the town and 1,500 pers3r.s celebrate. She remarked that the bearded men all looked so
fIaterisataoasia
master(uL

ilAush

s

COMBleithE
mD
es

IN PEOPLE 600 * CONLEY*
anew bow
ISO ANEMIC STARS tea.,
east •• am two
IS WILD ANIMALS
* LA FOAMS*
16 - ELEPHANTS • IS Tomes - Camumars el
IMO • SEATS - 5000
*
S1,700,000 INVESTED * LOL I TA
Q••••
SLAM Dallyl•ranwili 1.1 the taxi wa•

1A1l211ii.tnaleMiiii
•BACK TO Pitt-WAN PRICES•
ADULTS St AB • CHILDREN 55C
ALL TICKETS Pith Tea e•
(hourReser.ed r•raird Stand
chain and general admitaien tickets on *ale fir( tag day only at
aiott. Drug store. sorry no phone
calls. please.

"Crazy Legs"
HIRSCH

Summer months are ideal for making home repairs. Don't overlook
masonry surfaces. They need as much attention as other exterior
surfaces even though deterioration may not be as apparent Check
foundations, porch floors, outdoor firoplaces, and other masonry.
New rubberized masonry finisher are easy to apply, offer laating
protection and are available in many colors.

with

BARBARA HALE

Young

Have You Resad Today's Classifieds

Imported.

Wornen s Clam

Murray
Drive-In

Of

Susan Ball
InillimmigAmemmemnralliai

Precision Workmanshio
aaperts can 1.ait your
too.; I ec into excellent
-11r.rit:
order . restoie
Its tiriaoth-tunning ;tree:ari
Estimates with u t
•.
04
t1,0(M-WIst tgAritimt
REST JOB AT LOWIsl a ata

MURRAY JEWELER
Berry

Bldg

WhiEN the gang's all here - full
1 of pangs of hunger, whip up one
of those popular big super-duper
sandwa hes frequently referred to
as grinders, heros or wedges depending on what part of the
country you come from They re
made with a large or small crunchy
loaf of French or Italian bread, and
filled with slices of tomato, ham.
cheese, salami, lettuce and sometimes even potato salad If that
doesn't fill them up. nothing will.
And, to quench the thirst - what
could be better. less expensive and
satisfying than a big, tall glass of
Iced tea But be sure to make it
right' There's nothing quite so dl,:
appointing as weak tea-colored
water pretending to be iced tea'
A good rule of thumb to keep in
mind is that keel tea requires l',0%
more tea than hot tea For example.
4 cups of hot tea require 1 tea bags.

while 4 glasses of iced tea ri•a•are
6 tea bags. Although a teapot
always makes the best tea. you an
Improvise if you don't have one
large enougn to make a big pitcherful Here's how - just biing 2
quarts of cold water to a full rolling boll In a saucepan Remova
from heat and fntmedtafety add 5
level tablespoons tea (or 15 tea ,
bags). hew, uncovered 4 minutes.
Stir and strain. Serve in ice-filled
glasses with lemon and sugar - ,
and if you like, a sprig of mint for /
added glamor and appetite appeal.
To drink a glass of refreshing
Iced tea is like walking into an airconditinned movie qr restaurant.
You feel relieved of the heat,
relaxed and revived all at once. So
drink plenty of it - especially on
sweltering hot days when your body
needs plenty of liquid.
_

first choice!
f

.•'•••
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New Dressing For Salads

WOOL.
FLANNEL

29.50 •
s'",,
•
e

It is hoped that I may have the whole-hearted support of everyone concerned, during my term in office.
Sincerely
•••

r
Amoi i
,

Imagine! Imported wools at this/
lbw price! Slip on the coat, step In
front of our mirror. See a risw
kind of easy, slimming fit
'our own "Favortex" tailoring!
(
Popular 2-button, center Vgftl,
model; charcoal tones in gray;
„
brown, blue, medium, light gray;
36 to 46, reg., shorts, longs
fir

An Italian dre.sirg that is excellent on vegeta .,. salads has Just
been introduced by a leading food Manufacturer.
You'll find it the perfect choice to flavor tossed salads of greens,
cucumbers and tomatoes arid any tossed salads of your choosing. This
specialty-type dressing gives a gourmet flavor to other ‘egetable
salads, too.
i Made with oil and-vinegar, aid seationed expertly with garlic, lemon
;juice, onion and pimento, Italian dressing is a wonderful new Addition
to your favorite commercial dressings. Sold in an 8-or. SUP, it coluef
packaged in a colorful Italian motif of red, white and given.
,
Yegetable Salad Bowl
Rea% lett-re
rscorcd, unpeelcd cuctin..l.,-.r
.
Curly endive
T
hii nly: sliiceel
Thinly
ii
carrots
,hes ' • Wsaitiecre::ress
maxim
Ireatdtuorhe andil endive into tile-Isize
sinifa salad bowl. Place
liapniec
de
rs
esiinto
carrot,
Garnish radish
with
itwearm s slices
„,ithdr
ineig
sin
rog.
u ps on the Ealad greens.
-watercress.

1

ADD LIFE TO YOUR SUITOdci
contrasting imported wool slacksi
3-pc. ensemble,'
$39.50

•

ar

•

•

BEIX TARGET VALUES ARE TOP
VALUES!
WATCH FOR THEM—YOU'LL SAYEt(

Belk-Settle Co.
Murray,

Kentucky
.d

•
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Go

A

Jimmie brtroat le:t Monday to:
trent to visit his sisters. Nla
:1 Shi,
ait and Mrs. Clatua Dodo ,

4

WI

Sleet at

Mr and Mi. W W Mel'
arid daughter. Anna Lois, at
toeht last weak with his miii•
Billie McKee. and his sistei
s Gold,. McKeel Cued.
• • • •
\trs Leo Stalks of St Loia
a has been w.th her parents
Askew
and /des Seaman
Mrs Askew returned frou
rnpho, where she had an °Person her eyes returned to 1-;e,
•ne Sunday
.

Bob McCiiiston

Wails

CIU Of

I wish to express my 'personal thanks to everyone
for the support and encouragement given me in the past
election.

•

I

CHESTER MORRIS

Monday. August 15
The

M.
54cKeel Of Detro,t,
• who has been here this summer
doing graduate work at Murray
State College returned horns Friday. She was aeornpanied by her
aunt. Mr:. Vera Walston. wain will
spend her vacation in Detroit.
Mr and Mrs Ruble Rogers
Detro.t. Micti.gan is visiting with
SHOW STARTS AT 7:411
Mrs. Monier. Waldrop, mother of
------TUESDAY & WEDIsI'DAY Mrs Rogers and other relataati
in the ...aunty for ten days.
• • • •
"DARK CITY"
Mr and Mrs N T Adams of
starring Elizabeth Scott
Metz:phis. Terri. is vatting Mrs.
and Charlton Hester
CaTie - Tories- on West Main Street.
• • • •
THURSDAY & FRIDAY • CI.P.on
n has returned to
home near Asheville. N C
"CHIEF CRAZY HORSE" his
after a three weeks visit with I
with Victor Mature and
relat.ves and friend.i.

Aga

202 S. 6th

ELROY

I ak:lo
eis.--a.

Personals

E3 Fe0Se

FOOTBALL HERO

_ Major Family Here 1
••••
The Vv. Point Mission Circle
To Visit Mother
will meet at the Mission at

a: ii-,e City Park at s.x-thirty
A son. Bob Major. wil, via.f o'clock Please make reservat.
here the latter part of Avast. He a.tn grip capta
• • • •
row visiting in Oregon and •
a:ash:neon state& Frwri there he
wall go to California to: a visit
baf •
•t•
with mho.
Murray.

0

THURSDAY Only!

Mts. John T. Irvan will be hostesses
N. B. EILA will be
Program 'eider
— -• • • •
The Woodmen Circle Grove
will hold the annual picnic a I
potluck supper at the Coy Park
six-Wiirty o'clock.

Thursday. Angus* 11
The Wesleyan Circle of the
W9CS of-OM ?frig Illatheilist
Church a .1 rreaa in the social
hall of the educational Isio.4.ng
at seven-thirty o'clock Mrs. flabby
G:agar.. Mrs. James Laesiter. and

Kier.. arrived in Murray Tuesday
for a visit with their mother and!
grandmother. Mrs Wallace MeWrath. Mr Major will jou. tterr

AN CP

Locals

Iced Tea—Ideal Thirst Quencher

SOCIAL CALENDAR

S ALisLar

a

Summer Is Checkup Time

Shower Held Friday
At The Hill Home
For Miss Lassiter

MARILYN HELPS AT CENTENNIAL

Group II of the Christian Women's tellowstop of the First
Ch:istian Church held its meeting
in - the home of Mrs. Ralph Woods
on Tueeday afternoon, Auga•t 2.•
Mrs. H. C. W0000ridge gave an
interesting talk on the subject.
"the • Fits1" Arnett. an." The devotion from Psalms 24 was given by
Mrs. Rupert Parks,

•
•

Activities

Women's Class To •
Meet At City Park

•

•••
•
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WIN TURN 'EM, BACK 'EM, PARK 'EM TITLES

WANT
oweesessiwws

I

FOR SALE -71

FOR SALE ONE BLOCK WEST
of College, 6 room brick borne.
basement, good furnace. This
tiOrne is modern and the price
has been reduced ThLs property
is being sold for a division. Murray Land Company. W. C. Hayes,
Mgr. Phone 1062, home 547-J.
Al1C'

FOR RENT

World Peace
Helped Hy
•
Agricu
lture

would pave the way fur the foot
major display of 'American products behind the Iron Curtain,
YON RENT:- IF YOU WANT TO
rent a woehing machine for 30
Warns Against Stant.
Neuburger warned against viewdays, call M. G. Richardeon,
one
74.
ing the project as a propa
AlOC
ganda
stunt or as a means of showi
ng
the Missions how superior we
are.
FOR RENT: 3 ROOMS & Z1ATH.
"It would be a mistake to show
ants, moitis, silver fieh, mosquitos, half mile from College or. Limn
off." he said. "The people
Champions, from left: Otto J. Ratio, It,run, straig
of RusFOR. SALE: APARTMENT SIZE reaches, and chinas* elm trees. Grove Rd. Call Edgar
Morris,
ht trucks; Paul R. Taylor, Cincinnati, tractor
sia wsn't judge us by our
single axle testier; Ei•eral E. Rielly, Akron, tracto
material
ROWER+ SBORTAL
electric range. Like new. Four Kelly ExtencainstOr and Pest Con- 1380-M.
r tandem axle trailer; Earl Thompson, Cleselandt
A1233
wealth, but by our-attitude towar
truck
and
four
wheele
Unite
d
r.
RadO,
Press
Taylor and Klrbai will represent Ohio In National
Figuincla1 Writer
d
burners, full oven. 1011 Farmer trol Kelly Produce Co. Phone 441.
Roade
o In Washhagton.
them as human beings.
NEW YORK
Ave. or phone 820 after 5.00 p.m.
-- A top expert
Al3C
"We'd do more harm displa
In foreign trade said today the
ying export market behind the Iron
A 10P
2. 210 to 225 11
United States can strike a blow fur a gold-plated cadillac than a simple Curtain," he added.
17.00: 180 to
tractor they could utilize on
190 lbs 16.00 to 16.25; 150 to
world peace by helping Russia
their
180
HELP
FOR
WANT
imFREE
ED.
: aiX BLACK PUPSHARE CROP.
FOR SALE:
-We wouldret have to compe
A NICE SiNtALL
farms.
"
lbs
14.25
to 15.75; 120 to 140 lbs
te
prove agricultural production.
genders These are per wanted. 4.1 acres of tobacco
with
Russia
modern house on Ps acres of land. pies. Both
n
indust
ry,"
12.50
Neube
he
to 14.25; sows 400 lbs down
added,
rger', plan calls for top
"ft is usually hungry people and
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CH A PTER TWENTY-SIX
SARA moved to un ..ck her own
door.
Judith, following her, sat primly
on the settee.
The pseudo-Gerry. lounged In an
armchair. glass In hand, lookin
g
as much at home as if O. had come
to stay for ci week-end.
Sara looked at her
watch
^'Thirty- muttneit."
-What do you meanl- deman
ded Judith.
"I was In that elevator about 30
minutes. It seemed like a thou-

33-Prev eded
30-flear of
S Camel
2:-SiaEenirio
33-e
24- Arrow poison

Helen McCloy__

"Sara
mar- Gerry and the Indian didn't
Clive- -Please Mt (kiwi dherry "'• are
sise take the ruby out of the
"No, I thank you
He looked boa and put it on, out Sailus
t did,
older, move tired and anxious Mai My typewr
iter has a tag that gives
she mid ever seen
im -1 got my name earl addre,ss Sallus
t
your telephone message I tried to could
nave read
' ghe rose. "I
reach you oy telephone out there
must go to the police about Sal.
was So answer. That worried me lust
1
I think he murdered Moxonso I came directly here Whist No Don't
you"'
been nappentng ?"
, 'I think It very likely, out...
etell4 41461. ANiser
seig---t tlinv It yot going to prove
ill
Phoned" Sara. Mid him snout the
Tlie police will say, Are yogi
elevator and the vows.
sure the Mari in the western nat
-Surely you can identity the WWI Sallus
t ? Are you sure fOU
voice it you hear it agate
Saw RIM twice again before you
"I'm airs
notfe
m not really sure wheth- the Automat
It or not. Judith, I think you saved au
and nr.ce ei the
my rearm I'd like to say thank er it wb,r r mast or • woman."
street' It took you a ong tuns to
"Is
there
anyone you suspect?" remember Giese
you. but I can't find the right
things.'"
"There were live people who
words."
"You mean they wont believe
knew
I
was
afraid
Of
Mat eleva- me?" cried Sara.
"Don't you think you owe Gerry
in apology" said Judkh with as- tor: The real Gerry, the vopostor.
He scut -Thai Ousiness about
Judith, Capt Sanders arid Sallust. Gerry
perity.
Hone. Your story ot nis disYou really do, Sara." The /Lod that brings me to the rea- appearance was so tactual that
we
son I teleptionea you. Last night au accep
pseudo-Gerry rooked at her
ted it at hist-your molt.
re.
proachfulty. -Lord, you dragged I thought Saiiust's tace was fa- Miss Creel. Sallust and L
Later,
everyone I know c ,to it-my part- miliar but I couldn't place it, Now When a man appeared in
Hone's
I've remembered. He was in the apart
ner, my cousin, my cleaning
ment. claiming ,o be Ilona
wom- crowd when
Moxon died. only then and you said ne was
an, my secretary, my landlady. the
an impostor,
polies. And you still weren't satis- he was weanne s °road-rimmed, we were Mill an your side. But
western flat that shadowed nw
fied:*
" Clive nesitaten. 'My dear
-Yet everything you did just face, and speaking with a south- child, don't you think it's gone
tar
proved all the more that he 'Me western drawl He gave a raise coolish" Mrs Harrison clinch
ed
Gerry." put in Judith, fiercely pro- name and address to the police it rhe man is Gerry Hone. And.
tective. -You will admit it now, there.
after all that, the police are not go"He must have been wearing the ing to oenev
won't you?"
e a word you say
Sara drew strength from tier broad-rimmed hat before the acci- against Saltiest"
Knowledge Of the real Gerry. How dent oCcurred. Slow did ne know
-You say that' You, who deCould Judith mistake this weak be would wish to altar Me :suer fended me against Judith just
appearance, unless he Knew Maxon
carbon copy for the real Gerry?
• "Just a minute, Judith!" Sara was going to die? How could that
defend you against anyone
was angry, "Gerry did disapnear be unless he planned to kill Maxon who
ys you're unbalanced, but
himse
lf?
And
why
didn't
ne say
and he's not tier, now. Have you
was that msm with Judith
one
Word
about
Ills
/teeing
Moxon Just now Gerry Hone
forgotten the three iltUe moles
that make a rough triangle on me die when Aunt Caroline told him
'Sr he saya. I know ne a tying."
about Moxon s death later that
right cheek?
"It fir were an impostor, he
flits nuts has no
moles on either cheek There's only same evening' Another thing: would have given tumseit away ris
How
did Sallust happen to bilk at this time. That
one explanation -you're
sort oh masquerade
to the Coto
.piracy with this impoator Who's Aunt Caroline a that evening when is like walking on eggs. Even if an
was
I
weari
ng
the
ruby? Did he Impostor is among people
taking Gerry's place."
who
hardly know the man whose place
"Males?" Por the first time the invite, nimseg 7"
Clive frowned. "Let me see. . .
impostor was startled
he's taking, ne slips sooner or
His finger- He telephoned Me
just all I MY later. Among old friends cat
lips flew to his right cheek
Gerry
.
dressing. lie .said he was at a Hones,
A buzzing like the hum of
as this man nas been the
an loose end that eViptAlt and
asked last 24 mute, it would oe &mosangry insect cut Min short_
"You nave visitors?" Judith me to dine With him. I told him able to sustain Such a fraud tot
I was already engaged tot dinner so long It's
we. "Gerry Hone never had
&Omura to say that all
s with Mrs larch. Then ne
, riole in his life, as you
naked it these people who knew Hone so
very well he might drop
in after dinner.
know."
well are mistaken white you are
"Let It ride, Judith," maid the told him I thought Mrs. Larch Mei, only one who iee1 the truth
would be delighted."
You've admitted that, even in the
young man.
"Just as I thought!" cried Sara six month
"Why? I think she's unbals you knew nim5 volt
"lie must have Known that you saw turn
anced."
ottly nail s dozen times
and
go
I
to Awn ClItoftne.o for usually in the eveni
"Unbalanced?"
ng in a dun
At sound of a new voles., all bridge every Thuesday. so, when light And you a girl who wears
he
MHO
to
gel
the
ruby
from me
three turned toward toe door
atie
.rc s!ts
HAI On thel straet, he called you
and
They're new glasses,- ielsistee
stood ajar. Dtcksor Clive
came wangled art invitation
to Aunt
into the room. "1 didn't mean
s outly. "I got them ools
to Caroline's, believing I would
go three days ago and I see mo
eavesdrop, but ..." His glance
reclearly with them than ever tieproved Judith. "Your voice was there as usual"
"But how .did he know you tiad fore"
rather
the ruby? And how did he know
"What of It? You're still et gal "Oh, Mr. Clive"'' Sara was
PO you were the Sara tiscre
I may who knew none slightly while at
relieved to 9e* i face
she trusted have
menti
oned
as
Caroli
these
ne's
others knew hini well."
that teat-s stood m her eyes.
niece?"
Saes looked at him helplessly
(live was still looking at Judith
.
F3bows on table, forehead "What would you
"I wouldn't use the word 'unbal
do, ,,rf you were
- propped against one hano, Sara 17"
• ancer' too carelessly
If I were concentrated tier whole
'Accept Gerry Hone for what he
mind on
you."
Saltily and just as If she were Cori- la-Cha real
Gerry. Then the police
"I'm not using the word Carele
ss- Cent:let-Mg the sun's rays with a will Osten
ly," Judith's voice cracked like
more AYMPlithetleally tC
• magnifying glass above a scrap of the story
whip. "I'm none it delibe
about Santini."
rately paper-light came,
Sara laughed aloud. - You want
tiara Dacre is the most
pitiful
sSallust was at the Automat me to
lie
so
that people will believe
neurotic I have ever eneL Her
after the accident_ I remember I'm tellin
g the troth's
latest hallucination l that an unnow. A man who stared at me. A
His eyes narrowed "Sara, are
seen, unidentified Man locked her
man without a hat. Of cours
e tie you still' convinced in your owl*
in the elevator this evening, know•
woold get rid ot that western I.at mind
that it would be a Ife?"
trig ow was a elaustrophobe and
immediately. 'Mr. Patterson of
"Yes."
threatened to kill net. I've had Berke
ley, California,' must disap"Why
enough of her delusions. I'm go- pear
and Ur. Sallust must take hie
Sara hesitated. She had promleg. Are you coming with me, pisce,
because 'SIT. Patterson' was ised
not to tell anyone, but, she
Gerry T"
identified with Moxon s death and neede
d help now and Dickson Clive
I ' The man looked at Sara
help- Dr. Sallust wasn't I suppose tie was
almost like a blood relative,
see you later," be said, bought another
hat soon after- Carotintss oldest freed
'9n4 tollowed Judith through the ward,
with rights
tett there teasel tithe for deep, In
the rich earth of het peat
betel",
reaehros •o-
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4, Notice

N MESE 140T days in the Capitol, the
drone from the Senate probably
Is a good sleep Inducer. Anyhow, 8-month-old Holly Ann Starer
of New Haven, Conn, has no
trout:, clocking a nap in
checkroom while parents ot in galler
the
y to see and hear what the senato
rs are up to.
(international..
NANCY
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i

t

45-Pronoun
46-Comfort
411-cuttint tool
fi-Wood., pia
11-Stale sheep
51-iietseijunct ion
511--Erl-',
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AND DID YOU (GASP`J 54Y YOU'R
E
UNVEILING ANOTHER PICTURE
OF YOURSE L F,
GOOSEBERRY9

I DID, LOOK CAREFULLY -DON'T
YOU PERCEIVE A SERIOUS GAP
IN THIS COLLECTION'?

*Jr-

•
FRANKLY-- - MO,
GOOSEBERRY:
\_

By Ramblers Van Buren
THEN ILL
SHOW YOU .

THE BACK OF ARTIE

GOOSEBERRY'S I
MEAD:: FASCINATING, EH WHAT
:: '
IT'S THE ONLY BACK-OF-THE-H
EAD
PORTRAIT IN THE WORLD,'

ABiiR
By Al Capp
WANT'S
ME TO DO

THET?
wtri?

AWRIGH T.r.r
AH'LL. DO,IT-

BUT,1T IS
CON FOOZI N'4
'
1

e.sr

4 •
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— TRE LEDGER AND TTMES, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Pay-As-Seen
TV Is Out
Says Cantor

Publicity Division
Receives Awards
Frankfort. Ky. -- Kentucky's
of Publicity has swept the
field in receiving awards on printed promotional literature entered
in competition for judging by the
Southern Graphic Arts Association.
Two first place awards and a second place award were, extended
to the three publications entered
by the Kentucky promotional agency.
In Kentucky Travel Annual, a
four color forty page tourist promotion piece, was awarded the
Highest Award of Merit by the
Southern printers group as the
outstanding printed area promotion
piece The Kentucky State Park
Rate Book received the same award
for top excellence among hotel.
motel, and park rate books. In
addition, the official Kentucky Tourist Map received the second place
certificate in the maps classification

By EDDIE CANTOR
Written For The United Prams
HOLLYWOOD
— A popular
song some years ago had a phrase
--No. No. They Can't Take That
Away From Me."
And that is exactly the way
feel about free televielon as opposed to pay-as-you-see TV. There
are so few things in life that are
free, and the" air. thank God, is
one. I don't feel that anyone, his
UNIVERSITY AND RU OFFICIALS DISCUSS ('O-OPERA
TIIVE
PLAN—Top ofileials of both the Uni% crafty of Kentucke and the Kentucky Utilities Company
the_zight to say you cannot see a
etectrw power firm will establish a fund at UK to assist are shown here discussing a plan under which the
certin show if you cannot pay $3
In
the
expansion
of the n-searrh and teaching
proerams in the College of Engineering From the left,
they are E. W. Brown. 5ke-president of Kentucky
for the privilege.
Utilities; Dr Iwo M. Chamberlain. siee-president of
the Ualveraits; R. M. Watt, president of Kentu% Sy
What about the theaters, you
Utilities; and Daniel V. Terrell. dean cot the UK College
of Engineering.
say' We—you and I—do not on
the theaters But we do own the
feet wide.- they take for granted use it for propaganda
purposes by ale and that's the difference. I
that these bathtubs do not es st nhanging. a few words
Brolalydwco
ayulsh
d
here and
The awards were announced at
.n all American homes
top
opo''
.yorS2a tb
oigsee
there
fighat
the 34th Annual Convention of the
Cites Mayhem And Murder
The answer is that if the Rus- on TV. but I wouldn't. because I
They can see A picture in w.lich sians got hod of any _Amer:cm know there are mane... many people Southern Graphic Arts Association
-at Het Springs. Atkansas. Framed
----errateir "AM murder are cornrrit- films they
could change 2 word in this country who can't afford
.
ted
on
a
public street. without here and there and turn it into the $2 I feel that pay-TV is ' names of the . award certificates
•
were presented to Mack Sisk of
aseurreng that this is a casual, daily active propaganda.
They could take discriminatory
happer.rtur on all streets in Ameri- another picture
What about the big prizefights the Division of Publicity. The
and say it .s a
ca
and football games which are not awards were adjedged in recognicommon
truth.
We Americans can look ,at an
shown
in our homes' It seems to tion of general excellence of conpicture
No
one
can be protected
By DORE SCHARY
Italian picture like "Bicycle Thivr. against the professional
me
that
were the TV rights to tent. protography and art, layout
liar.
Writes.'" For The United Press
and accept it as a searching piece
these
events
made available to a ; and general appearance, and printHOLLYWOOD
— Tire are of work,
without coming to the
sponsor, one of the bigger corpo- ing quality. All of the publications
two recurrent rumors about Hollyconclus.on that all Italians steal
rations would be happy to pick up were lithographed by the CourierOn Kentucky Farms
wood films in connection with the
Journal Lithographing Co.
bicycles Why do we not assume
the tab merely for good will.
international market that I should
that Italian. audiences are capable
I am thinking now of the mag- ' In addition to Sisk, those re-like to consider
of the same reasoning with w'mch
Ice cream was served at the nificent show that co-starred Ethel' ceiving principal credit for producOne of them is the .criticern that
we are blessed'
inauguration a John Adams as Merman and Mary Martin s some tion of the prize winning publicawe give a d.storted picture - of
The truth is that in surveys made the second president of the United months ago.- That sponsor was so tions were: Marshall Peace. asAmerica
• by the State
_
Department our 4.1ms States.
unobtrusive in selling his product • sociate director. John Whisrnan.
Essentially. I believe this to be
ve eonsisienity prOven 4„,_41,„„ 11_1_
_
• that I weettece to ft, out and buy • publications editor. and Ernest Gia soot/bash altitude on IhTi-part
Robertson county farmers report- , one out of sheer gratitude
wonderhil ambassador for the Amefor his ancola, artist, for the Division of
Some cf the criers who say this.
ed favorable results from the use giving me such fine entertainme
rican sae-of I.fe
nt Publicity
European audiences are quite toe.
of antihtutacs to control wildfire in That is as :t should be.
Kentucky's Division of Publicity
phistleated - ind have iitizaver
Pictures Critkieue
tobacco.
"When we mike the initial ex-' has received ,a number of national
selection .and underseandir.g tea
Recently we have begun,to be , Joyce Ransdell. Mercer county
• penclitureefor a TV set. I feel that awards in the past two years in
which we pride' ourselves. They criticized for certain
pictures which 4-H girl. sold 16 lambs for an all the entertainme
nt it brings us recognition of its promotional acare quite able to be discriminating. are sent overseas
because teey average of $24.50 each
. should be included, without our tivities. Last year the &vision was
and if they see a lush technicolor depict some seamy
hides of AmeriSeveral farm fimiLes in Trimble having to pay anything extra
When cited by the National Association
musical .comedy in
which the ca We have made surveys over- county are remodeling
houses or we buy a 'ear, we are free to drive of Travel Organizations as havingleading !ale ','!2s 2 blt!'1111.b t
as azd we find these pacteres builcerig barns. • garages or other
to the beach or the mountains It- done the nation's outstanding job
actually reflect very well upon buildings
works the same way. I beheve.
us because audiences seeing -Them
Straw-berries for home-freezing I with television.
realize that if America cats pro- in Montogomery county
brought
Let us consider radio. Oh yes,
duce p.ctures of self-criticism. we around $8 a crate, with
no corr.- I know some people feel it's dead,
are living in a healthy politic-al mission or transportati
on charges. but actually it's the livesliest corpse
atmesphere
Burley 21 and Ky 17-53. resistant that ever happened: There was
The charge is made that if the varieties. are outgrowing
other never any question about paying
Russians could get their hands on kinds of burley on
Wills Bros' for cradio entertainment And radio
one of these pictures they cauld farm in Spencer county.
is till very healthy Statistics show
• that there . are still mere radio;
-vete-therrreereersWhile I am doing a weekly TV
show. I am also doing a radio
show five times weekly nil I am
frank to tell you that I'm oin tø
in ra
tint t e last ra io Is
sold'

Picture Of
America
Distorted

Additional
Employees Get
Security Coverage
Frankfort, Ky. — More than
$3.000.000 a year is being paid by
state and local political subdivisions
for social security coverage on
their employes. It B. Fithian,
director of the Division of Personnel Security in the State Department of Economic Securtty,
repotted today.

$1,500,000 Hoard

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST lo, 1955
The first quarter of 1965 found
19.082 employes of 130 state.agencies-including educational institutions and regular governmental
activities—on which contributions
of $516,818 were paid. le addition.
18.693 employes of counties,. cities
and independent groups were included on which contributions of
a336412 were made.
Employes of all state agencies
alreedy are under social security.
but a number of those in other
political subdivisions are not yet
covered, according to Fithian.
Coverage of separate political
units includes 84 of 120 county
school districts; 78 of the 108
independent school districts; 89 of
the 120 coirlties: 79 fleepenclent

MIMI such as electric and water
plant boards, public libraries, housing commissions and hospitals.
Municipal employes covered iliClUdr:
,the only first clas<
cite; four of the seven seccnd
class cities; eight of the 11 third
class cities; 41 of the 58 fourth
class cities.; 45 of the 72- efth class
cities and 19 of the 4.47 sixth class
cities.
During the lest year, 13 school
districts, '1.1 counties; 18 cities and
10 independent agencies. such lees
public libraries, municipal utility
plants, housing commissions and
hospitals elected to place their employes undef social security coverage,

GIRL TAKEN OFF DESTROYER

aatly

76-YEAR-OLD Mrs. Delores Vasquez, wno said she was a former nurse in rancho Villa's
army In Mexico. summoned officials to her bedside in Imperial Valley hospital, San Diego.
Calif. and told them of five
places in Texas in which a gold
hoard of 51.500,000 is hidden.
She thought she was dying, but
Is recovering. She said she was
a colonel in Villa's army and
one of his trusted aides, and
that the gold was left by the
revolutionary. (fneerstaflettal)

JOYCEUN PHAPII, 16, the pretty Hawaiian girl who stowed a
in Honolulu on the Canadian destroyer atnabsouiri, ts taken off at
Long Beach, Calif., by officers and an FBI agent (civilian clothes).
She said the note she left her parents Indicating she was expecttng a baby KALI -a fib."
(filen-national Soundphoto)

rimya—opy
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But back to-TV I iefuse to lit
excited about the problem of payTV It isn't controversail. as far
as I'm concerned. for I feel there
never will be pay - television. As
the Gershwins said. -They Can't
Take That Away From Me." And
I do mean free air.The homemakers of Morgantown
- made a, notable contribution to
civic affairs- said Miss 'Mary Brizendine. UK home agent, when
they took the city census
Members of the Rowan Cot.Livestock Improvement Associat
voted to take part in an East.
Kentucky fefder-calf sale

•••

BY

California Entry'

Furches
Joselrv

THt"RSDAY,.FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS
ONE BIG TABLE

MEN'S

Childrens' Sandals
values to $295 Sale $1.00

SUMMER TROUSERS
reg. $595 Sale $3.00

Ladies Summer Sandals

ONE TABLE

BLACK - WHITE and MULTI

THE BODY of Mrs. William R. Allen. Kansas City. Mo. socialite
wife -of a wealthy auto dealer, lies under a covering where it
was found near Stanley, Kan. Lifting one comer of the ebeet Is
Dr David S. Long, Jr. Johnson county coroner. Police believe
Mrs. Allen was slain ty •sex fiend after being abducted in her own
auto- The body was nude, hands tied behind back. (Internatio
nal)

Special $1.44

04

lien's Summer Sport Shirts
$1.00
••

ONE TABLE

See The

LADIES SANDALS
reg.$295 & $395 Sale $2.00
LADIES - NYLON HOSE
Special 59c
pr. for $1.00

FRIDAY. AUG.150

ONE BIG TABLE

OF OUR

GINGHAM and CHAMBRAY

Exclusive Children's tear Department
LOCATED - ON
I

1'

For Girls We .Have...
rOung -Land. -Prissy )lissy,
Alfred Leon. Little Craft. Saeony and Little Miss Rogers
lingerie.

0

TO

BANK

Sale 50e yd.

BALCONY

Pati-O-Ware Picnic Sets
Special $1.00
.1

IMPERIAL FACIAL QUALITY

TOILET TISSE E
850 Sheets--Assed

Colors
e

10 rolls $1.00
•

CLOTHES PINS
10e:doz.

For Boys We Have..,
Jack Tar, Chips and Twigs,
Kaynee,' and Tommy Boy.

The Cherrys
NEXT

Reg. 79c and 98c

20-PIECE

OF

MURRAY

4

CALIFORNIA'S
candidate
for
'Miss America" at Atlantic
City, N. J, this year is Barbara Jane Harris of Santa
crux. She's a lyric soprano, fills
that swimsuit with 120 pounds
etstributed 34 V.-23Y.-351
/
2 at
&-fett-5.
Ilatcrnallosal),

elk-Settle Co.
Air-Conditioned

Murray. Ky.

